
24 August 7pm  Romantic Road 8.40pm     Full Time
(French drama) A frantically paced drama 
wonderfully run by Laure Calamy as a maid whose 
life is dictated by the clock and duty. (1hr21m)
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16 November 6.30pm  Meal and Film Night
(Comedy) Adapted from Anna Fredericton’s 
best selling book, cooking lessons extend 
to life in this Swedish rom com. (1hr42m)

7.30pm  Tuesday Club
The finale of the year — an optional two-course 
dinner as a fundraiser for the Gundaroo Hall. 
$40 per head.
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For members and their guestsFor members and their guests

Flickering on and off since 1905Flickering on and off since 1905

17 February 7pm    Sunshine on Leith  (PG)

A wild and infectious musical romp with The 
Proclaimers’ soundtrack in this charming and 
gritty Scottish drama. (1hr40m)

Open Entry

23 March 7pm    Freedom  (R)
Two interesting struggles for freedom around slavery 100 years apart. Introduction 
and QandA presented by special guest, Australian director Peter Cousens. 
(1hr34m)

21 September 7pm  Animating Aeroplane Jelly 7.45pm   The Merger

(UK comedy drama) Spiky 12-yr-old teenager 
uses fantasy to build a life and way of coping 
with loneliness. (1hr24m)

19 October 7pm   The Quiet Girl  (PG-13) 9pm     Scrapper
(Irish drama) A wonderful and engaging 
portrayal of a young girl sent away to 
distant relatives. (1hr13m)

(Doco)  A risk taker and an introvert climb 
aboard a vintage car for an 8000km journey 
around India. (1hr22m)

Short doco of pioneer Australian animator, Eric 
Porter and his creation of one of the most iconic 
Australian advertising images. Introduced by a 
mystery guest. (24m)

(Oz comedy/drama) A small town footy team 
scrambles for members, even embracing  
those on the sidelines of society. (1hr43m)

20 July 7pm   Broker  (R)

Optional two-course dinner as a fundraiser for 
the Gundaroo Hall. $40 per head.

20 April 6.30pm Meal and Film Night 7.30pm     Honeyland
(Doco) (3 years filming) Balancing nature and 
need in remote Macedonia, a lonely beekeeper 
receives unwanted neighbours. (1hr29m)

18 May  7pm  Light Years 8pm    Japanese Story  (R)
Newly restored short film profiling the life and 
work of Australian photographer Olive Cotton. 
(47m)

(Oz romantic drama) Two strangers are 
pulled together in their outback struggles. 
(1hr50m)

15 Jun  7pm   Everything, Everywhere All At Once  (R)

(US drama) A quiet immigrant is forced to save the 
universe while filing her tax. (2hr19m)

(Korean drama) Social outcasts pursue a stolen baby, in turn forming a 
strange family as they search for a new home. (2hr09m)


